
SACRAMENT SUNDAY.
A Pastoral Poem.

“This poem is of such unusual merit that we desire to direct the 
attention of all true lovers of poesy to its excellence. The author of the 
poem, with a power akin to that of Herbert and Wordsworth, has given 
us a production pleasing in subject, classic in treatment, and ennobling in 
sentiment.”—The Canadian Gleaner.

“ We have much pleasure in calling attention to the beautiful poem ot 
‘ Sacrament Sunday f by Dr. J. M. Harper. The production abounds in 
elevated sentiment, while the classical form the author has given his work
manship entitles him to a niche amongst the foremost poets of the day. 
A perusal of the poem cannot fail to touch the heart and awaken many 
pleasing reminiscences of the communion season in the rural districts of 
Scotland.”—The Scottish American.

MORAL TRAINING.
A Manual for the Teacher or Parent.

“The Association having had their attention called to Dr. Harper’s 
Manual for the teaching of morality and character-building, deem it well 
adapted for the purpose Contemplated.”—From the Ottawa Ministerial 
Association.

“ Better adapted for the effective teaching on the basis of sound morality 
than any other system I have seen. Simple and logical, and in harmony 
with the best pedagogy.”—From Dr. James L. Hughe-, Author and 
Educationist.

“At the last meeting of the Toronto Ministerial Association it was 
agreed that Dr. Harper’s Manual on ‘ Moral Training’ be approved of as 
a basis for moral and religious instruction in our public schools.”—From 
the Secretary of the Ministerial Association of Toronto.

“My attention having been drawn to Dr. Harper’s Manual by adver
tisement, I sent for a copy, and, after having read it and examined it 
carefully, I consider it an excellent work, and one which every teacher 
and parent should have. I am convinced it will fill a long-felt want in the 
fuller training of our young people.”—From Supervisor Stewart, Charlotte
town.

“ Following the directions of some such a Manual as this, the individual 
pupil will be brought, as by an acquired instinct, to associate his or her 
conduct with the highest moral principles that have been laid down for the 
guidance of all human conduct—the surest and most direct process of 
character-building.”—From Principal Scott, of the Toronto Normal School.

“To express my opinion in a word: Dr. Harper’s system is entirely 
new ; it is sound ; it is eminently practical ; and it should be most heartily 
adopted by all who have the training of the young at heart, and who 
earnestly desire that the rising generation may develop into a ‘coming 
race ’ in whom moral rectitude will be natural and spontaneous.”—From 
Dr. Robert Lilley, Author and Educationist, New York.


